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Hand muscle reflexes following electrical stimulation
in choreatic movement disorders
G DEUSCHL, C H LJCKING, E SCHENCK
From Neurologische Klinik und Poliklinik der Universitdt Freiburg i.Br, Freiburg, Federal Republic ofGermany

SUMMARY Thenar reflexes following electrical stimulation of the median nerve (containing
proprioceptive and cutaneous afferents) and the radial superficial nerve (cutaneous afferents only)
were investigated in 23 patients with manifest Huntington's disease (HD) at an early stage, in 17
clinically healthy descendants of HD-patients and in 18 patients with choreatic hyperkinesia due to
various aetiologies other than HD. In 61% of the patients with early HD the long-latency reflexes
(LLR) were uni- or bilaterally absent in response to both median nerve and radial superficial nerve
stimulation. The remaining patients had a diminished mean amplitude and mean duration of their
LLR. In contrast, offspring and patients with symptomatic chorea had preserved LLR which did not
differ in amplitude or duration from normal controls. Additionally, the mean amplitude and mean
duration of the Hoffmaan-reflex (HR) was found to be increased in patients with HD and their
offspring but not in patients with other aetiologies. It is concluded (1) that the loss of LLR is not
related to the choreatic hyperkinesia itself but to the degeneration of a hitherto poorly defined
neuronal circuit in HD; (2) that among a variety of diseases presenting with chorea, the loss ofLLR
seems to be specific for HD; (3) that the testing of hand muscle reflexes in choreatic movement
disorders is helpful for the differential diagnosis of early HD but not for the detection ofgene carriers
among offspring of patients with HD.

Reflexes in the thenar muscle following electrical
stimulation of the median nerve at an intensity of
motor threshold consist of several components.`3 The
first is the monosynaptic spinal Hoffman Reflex (HR)
followed by up to three long-latency reflexes (LLR, I,
II, III).' Only the LLR II is seen in every normal
subject whereas the LLR I and LLR III are usually
small reflexes occurring in only 10%-30% of normal
subjects. The LLR II is a reflex mediated by fast
conducting muscle and cutaneous afferents3 and its
central transmission probably occurs along a transcor-
tical route."6 The LLR II can also be elicited by
stimulation ofcutaneous nerves especially ofthe radial
superficial nerve.'9 It has been shown that these
reflexes frequently exhibit distinct abnormalities in
central nervous system disorders like spasticity,'
hemiparesis,'0 multiple sclerosis6 and extrapyramidal
diseases." As they may be easily tested with routine
EMG laboratory equipment they represent a tool for
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studying the clinical neurophysiology of these dis-
orders. For the purpose of the present paper only the
LLR II is important and it is subsequently termed
LLR, as mn-LLR when elicited by median nerve
stimulation or rsn-LLR when elicited by radial
superficial nerve stimulation.
Compared with these electrically elicited LLR the

reflexes following muscle stretch have been extensively
investigated in many different muscles of the upper
and lower extremities (for review see refs 12, 13). It has
been shown that the long-latency component of hand
reflexes is frequently lacking in Huntington's dis-
ease.'4" This has been confirmed for the flexor pollicis
longus and the finger flexors.'6 It is believed that this
LLR is mediated along a transcortical pathway.'2
Concerning HD the responsible lesion of the reflex arc
is believed to be in the afferent limb of the reflex arc to
the cortex." This is mainly based on the observation of
diminished amplitudes or absence ofearly somatosen-
sory evoked potentials after median nerve stimulation
in these patients.'7 '8' 20
The first aim of the present study was to investigate

whether the LLR following electrical stimulation of
mixed and pure cutaneous afferents which strongly
resemble the stretch evoked LLR in hand muscles is
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also absent in Huntington's disease. Secondly we were
interested in whether clinically unaffected descendants
of patients with HD have similar reflex abnormalities
which could help in the presymptomatic diagnosis of
HD. Our third question was whether the LLR are also
absent in other diseases associated with choreatic
movements or if this finding is restricted to HD.

In order to answer these questions 58 patients with
HD, healthy offspring and patients suffering from
various diseases associated with chorea have been
investigated for their reflex pattern following electrical
stimulation of the median nerve and the radial
superficial nerve. Preliminary data have been publi-
shed elsewhere.2'

Methods and patients

The method of eliciting LLR has been described earlier.3"6"
Briefly, the subjects were asked to abduct the thumb against a
force transducer at 10-20% of maximum force controlled by
a visual display. The median nerve or the radial superficial
nerve was stimulated (3 Hz) at the wrist with an intensity at
threshold for motor fibres (for median nerve) or at 2-2 5x
sensory threshold (for radial superficial nerve). The thenar
EMG was recorded with surface electrodes. Filtered (1-
3000 Hz), full-wave rectified and averaged (256 sweeps)
responses were used for quantitative analysis. The onset
latencies of the reflexes were measured and the amplitudes
were determined as the quotient between the absolute
amplitude ofHR or LLR measured between the onset to the
peak amplitude and the baseline amplitude (measured within
the first 20 ms following the stimulus). This value is known to
be independent of the recording conditions and of fluctua-
tions of the applied force.2223 The duration was measured
from the onset to the end of the reflexes.

Fifty eight patients were included in the present study.
Twenty three patients suffered from manifest HD (13 males,
10 females). All except one had a positive family history of
HD. The disease of one patient was most probably due to a
new mutation which has been described elsewhere.2' Their
mean age was 44 9 years. The diagnosis was confirmed for
most of them by typical abnormalities of a series of different
tests: CT and MRI,21 single-photon-emission-tomography
with 'Tc-HMPAO,2" detailed neuro-psychological analy-
sis,27 median nerve SEP,"8 P 30028 and electro-oculogra-
phy.2" The duration of the disease varied between 0 5 and 8
years with a mean of 3-4 years. Most patients were first
diagnosed at the time of the present investigation. All except
three were not under medication. In two patients reflexes
could be examined only in one hand. One was an amputee
from an accident in early childhood and the second recently
had an operation for carpal tunnel syndrome on one hand.
Seventeen healthy subjects (10 males, 7 females) at risk for
HD were also investigated. Their mean age was 39-4 years.
They had normal results in all of the above mentioned tests
for HD. Eighteen patients with choreatic hyperkinesia of an
origin other than HD (6 males, 12 females) have been
included in the present study (table 1). All the patients and
especially those with tardive dyskinesia had clearcut and
mostly severe choreatic hyperkinesia of the extremities. Four
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had unilateral and 14 had bilateral chorea. Their mean age
was 56 6 (SD: 19-4) years.
The severity of choreatic movements of the patients with

HD and symptomatic chorea was rated on a 5-point scale: (0)
no hyperkinesia, (1) questionable hyperkinesia, (2) slight
hyperkinesia (rare, but definite choreatic movements, usually
pronounced in distal muscles), (3) moderate hyperkinesia
(obvious choreatic movements of distal and proximal
muscles, usually some disturbance of daily activities), (4)
severe hyperkinesia (severe chorea, occasional and/or pro-
nounced difficulties during skilled movements, at least on one
side).

Fifty two normal subjects (28 males, 24 females) with a
mean age of 44 years (range: 20-84 years) served as controls.
As the amplitude and duration of the reflexes depend to a
certain degree on the age ofthe subjects, age-matched control
groups were formed for each of the three populations. The
subpopulations of patients (manifest HD, offspring, patients
with symptomatic chorea) and their corresponding normal
control groups did not differ significantly (t test) with respect
to age and sex.

All the data were fed into a personal computer and
statistical analysis (t test for unpaired data or conventional
correlation analysis) was performed. The data of reflex
amplitudes have been transformed before applying t test to
ascertain normal distribution.

Results

In all patients at least the Hoffmann-Reflex (HR)
could be demonstrated indicating that peripheral
afferents were stimulated sufficiently to produce a
long-latency reflex if present.

Following median nerve stimulation six of the 23
patients with manifest HD had bilaterally and eight
had unilaterally absent mn-LLR (fig ld-f). Nine
Table Clinical data of18 patients with chorea due to
various symptomatic aetiologies.

Severity of
choreatic
hyperkinesia

No of Age Right Left
patient (yr) Sex hand hand Aetiology

1 84 m 3 3 Hydantoin-intoxication
2 55 m 3 3 Tardive dyskinesia
3 79 m 4 4 Stroke
4 79 m 0 3 Stroke
5 46 f 3 3 Encephalitis
6 23 f 0 4 Contraceptives
7 56 f 2 2 Unknown
8 46 f 3 3 Tardive dyskinesia
9 45 f 4 4 Contraceptives
10 19 f 4 4 Contraceptives
11 64 m 0 4 Tardive dyskinesia
12 43 f 3 3 Perinatal brain damage
13 80 f 2 2 Idiopathic

hypoparathyroidism
14 35 m 1 1 Unknown
1 5 73 f 0 2 Tardive dyskinesia
16 59 f 2 2 Hydantoin-Intoxication
17 78 f 1 4 Stroke
18 56 f 3 3 Unknown
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Hand muscle reflexesfollowing electrical stimulation in choreatic movement disorders
Median nerve Radial superficial nerve

HR
mn-LLR rsn-LLR I
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highly significant levels (p < 00005). Even excluding
the four clearly enhanced HR, the mean value of HR-
amplitude was still significantly larger in the patient's
group (p < 00005).

Following stimulation of the radial superficial nerve
the rsn-LLR was absent bilaterally in eight patients
and unilaterally in six patients (fig Id-e). The same
nine patients with preserved mn-LLR also had
preserved rsn-LLR. Compared with the normal con-
trols the mean amplitude and duration (fig 2) was
diminished in the remaining rsn-LLR (amplitude:
p < 0 0005, duration: p < 0-0005). Hence mn- and

C3 Normal subjects * Huntington's disease

100
Time (ms)

200 0o 100
Time (ms)

200

Fig 1 Hoffman-Reflex (HR) and long-latencv reflex
(LLR) after stimulation of the median or radial superficial
nerve. Normal reflexes in a patient with severe chorea after a
stroke (a) and in a subject at riskfor HD (b). Reflexes of
patients with manifest HD (c-f). A small LLR is still present
in (c). The LLR are absent in (d-f). Large HR are seen in
(e) and (f). Calibration bar: 100 1iV.

patients had small but still preserved mn-LLR (fig Ic).
The two patients who could only be investigated on
one hand belonged to the latter group. Most of the
remaining patients had rather small LLR. With the
statistical methods used it is impossible to define a
lower limit of the LLR-amplitudes of normal subjects.
In order to determine whether the disease affects the
latency, amplitude and duration of HR and LLR
statistical companrson of age-matched groups of nor-
mal subjects and patients was applied. No significant
differences were found concerning the latencies of the
reflexes ((fig 2). Comparison of amplitude and dura-
tion of mn-LLR between normal subjects and the
patients who still had preserved reflexes (fig 2) showed
a highly significant decrease of both parameters in the
patients (amplitude: p < 0 0005, duration: p < 0-005).
The HR were clearly enhanced (fig I f) in three patients
(one bilaterally, two unilaterally) with values con-
siderably exceeding the largest HR that we have ever
seen in normal subjects. Many of the remaining
patients also had unusually large HR amplitudes
although they did not reach the upper normal values.
Therefore, the statistical comparison of control and
patient data for HR-amplitude and duration revealed

60 Latency
p>0Q4 p>O0l p>04

50

40
(ins) 130

20

10

0

6-

4

Amplitude
p<0-0005
I TI

I
p<0-0005 P<0.0005

2

0 rL~k
(ms)

HR mn-LLR rsn-LLR

Fig 2 Statistical comparison of reflex parameters in
patients with HD and age-matched controls. The mean values
and standard deviations of latencies, amplitudes and durations
ofHR. LLR to median nerve stimulation (mn-LLR) and
LLR to radial superficial nerve stimulation (rsn-LLR) are
displaved. For HR all 44 hands were taken into account. For
mn-LLR and rsn-LLR the values of those 24 hands of
patients who still had discernible LLR were usedfor
calculation. Unpaired t test was used.

e
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rsn-LLR exhibited the same alteration with reduction
or abolition. One of our patients could be observed
over a 4 year period. During the first admission both
LLR were still normal but 4 years later they were
absent (fig 3).
Among the healthy subjects at risk for HD none had

absent mn- or rsn-LLR (fig lb). Compared with the
controls no significant differences of mn- or rsn-LLR
were found. Only one patient had unilaterally enhan-
ced HR. The mean HR-amplitude and HR-duration
were larger for the subjects at risk than for the controls
(fig 4) at a low level of significance (amplitude:
p < 0 05, duration: p < 0 02).

For the patients with various aetiologies of their
choreatic hyperkinesia neither abnormal HR nor mn-
or rsn-LLR were found (fig la). Taken together as a
group no significant differences between the patients
and normals were found for all the measured
parameters (fig 5). Four of these patients could be
investigated before and after successful therapy with
tiaprid or valproic acid. No differences of the reflex
pattern could be observed (fig 6). Statistical analysis
was not possible for such a small population.

Clinical rating of the severity of the hyperkinesia
was performed according to a 5-point scale (0-4, see
Methods). The mean value for the patients with HD
was 2 2, SD 0 86 and for patients with other symp-
tomatic aetiologies was 2 8, SD 105. If the decrease of
LLR is related to the severity of the choreatic hyper-
kinesia this should become obvious by statistical tests.
However, no significant correlation between either
amplitude or duration of LLR and severity of chorea
was found in the case of HD (p > 0 3) and other
aetiologies (p > 0 3).

Right hand Left hand
October 1983

HR
HR LLR

LLR

FTI, n.

June 1987

TiouEl j1 1~~~~~~~~~100AJV
m. n. - N v
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Eg Normal subjects * Offsprings

60
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(ms)

30

20
10

0

Latency
p>O.1 p>O.1

Amplitude

(ms)

HR mn-LLR rsn-LLR

Fig 4 Statistical comparison of reflex parameters of'health,
subjects at riskfor HD (34 hands) and age-matched controls
(unpaired t-test). No differences werefound in case oJ'LLR.
However, the HR-amplitude and -duration is slightly higher
in the offspring than the controls.
For abbreviations: see,fig 2.

Discussion
100 200 0

T,irme (ms)
Tim

Ts me (ms)

200

Fig 3 Reflex patterns oJ'a patient with HD recorded at
different times. Both hands had normal LLR in 1983 whereas
they were absent four Years later. The HR of the second
recording wvas larger. The reflex patterns following median
nerve (imn) and radial superficial nerve (rsn) stimulation are

shown.

The present data shall be discussed with regard to two
aspects. The first is concerned with pathophysiological
considerations of LLR in chorea. The second deals
with the diagnostic implications.
A major result of our study is the demonstration of

absent long-latency reflexes in hand muscles following
stimulation of mixed proprioceptive and cutaneous
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Hand muscle reflexesfollowing electrical stimulation in choreatic movement disorders

@ Normal subjects * Symptomatic Chorea Right hand Left hand

Without medication

rr.n.n

r s. n

With medication
I 100 MV

(ms)

HR mn-LLR rsn-LLR

Fig 5 Staitistical comparison ol refle-x parameters olf
paitients witih choreal dule to various diseases other thant HD
8 n = 34 hands aand age-matched controls. .Neither HIR- n?or
LLR-values dif 'red significantlv unipaired t-test ).

For abbreviations: see fig 2.

afferents (median nerve) or cutanieous afferents alone
(radial superficial nerve). The absence of cutaneo-
muscular hand muscle-LLR in HD is a new finding.
although this was expected from earlier observations
in normal subjects and patients with multiple sclerosis:
both, the LLR elicited by muscle afferents and those
elicited by cutaneous afferents were shown to be
mediated by fast conducting afferents.i They exhibit
similar delay or absence in CNS lesions caused by
multiple sclerosis.' Our observation that both reflex
pathways. the muscular and the cutaneous one, are

affected to the same extent in HD may further support
the idea that both are conducted along the same

neuronal circuits. although a definite proof of this
hypothesis is still lacking. The decrease of LLR seems

to be a slowly progressive electrophysiological finding
in HD which is underlined by the loss of Ll R in a

single patient during a 4 year period and by the
demonstration of already decreased mean LLR-
amplitudes in those HD patients who still exhibit an

0 100 200 0

Time Ims)

100 200

Time (msV

Fig 6 Reflex pattern of a patient wt-ihtsevere estrogen-

induced chorea before and alfter control of her hvperkinesia
hi, 600 mg Tiaprid. No significant difi rences of the LLR
could he tound. A small and nornmal LLR I is discernible
between the HR and the LLR (LLR II) followt in1g m1edian1
nerve (in)n stimulation.

LLR. Similarly a progressive decrease of the
amplitudes of the somatosensory evoked potentials
has been reported.20

It has to be considered whether the decrease of
LLR-amplitudes could be due to refractoriness of the
motoneurons caused by the enlarged HR. It is impos-

sible to exclude such an influence. However, there are

two arguments against a major contribution by this
factor. Firstly, we also found absent LLR in patients
with normal HR-amplitudes. Secondly, the LLR
following cutaneous stimulation are absent although
they are not preceded by a comparable large reflex.
Furthermore, from our experience in normal subjects
we have no evidence for a negative correlation between
HR-amplitude and LLR-amplitude.
Chorea is a symptom of basal ganglia disorders. The

absence of hand-muscle LLR in HD is surprising as

the reflex pathway for them is believed to be located
within the lemniscal afferent pathway to the cortex and
back along the pyramidal tract to the motoneurons.'2 13

An interesting hypothesis to explain this discrepancy
has been proposed.' The absent or diminished LLR
on one hand and the diminished early components of
the somatosensory evoked cortical potentials to
median nerve stimulation on the other hand could be
explained on a common basis by the following patho-
physiological mechanism: It is well know that the
amplitude of the cortical SEP-complex decreases
during voluntary movements.t' This gating mechan-
ism could take place to the same extent during
involuntary movements and thereby explain a reduc-
tion of the afferent inflow to the cortex which con-

sequently causes the reduction of SEP amplitudes and
the loss of LLR. If so, one would expect that diseases

Latency

P>o.1

(ms)

I ,-
t-11 -."- %k".,

m. n. L_

r, s, r .,
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associated with severe chorea other than HD, are also
accompanied by a reduction of the LLR. The present
data argue against this view. Firstly, all patients with
symptomatic chorea had preserved LLR. Secondly,
we could not detect any reduction of the mean LLR
amplitude for the patients with symptomatic chorea
compared with controls. Thirdly, the LLR amplitude
was reduced even in those patients with HD who still
had preserved reflexes but it was normal in the patients
with symptomatic aetiologies. On the other hand the
mean score of the choreatic movement disorder was
higher in the patients with symptomatic aetiologies
than in those with HD. Hence, there seems to be no
relation between the amount ofchoreatic hyperkinesia
and the LLR amplitude. We conclude from our data
that the choreatic hyperkinesia per se does not
influence the LLR amplitudes significantly. Moreover,
a functional disturbance of the reflex exerted by the
disordered basal ganglia outflow seems to be unlikely
as we found absent and diminished LLR among the
investigated patients with chorea only in the case of
HD. Investigations concerning the influence of
choreatic hyperkinesia on the amplitude of the early
component of the SEP when the patients were awake
or asleep could detect only minor effects.3 Therefore,
we assume that the absence or decrease ofLLR is due
to a degeneration of CNS neurons located within the
reflex pathway for the LLR. Following the idea of a

transcortical reflex loop it could be suggested that the
well-known loss of neurons within the VPL of the
thalamus" '" explains a reduced afferent inflow to the
cortex and thereby causes the loss of LLR. The
degeneration ofthe cortex" including cortico--cortical
connections could be another explanation. Future
research is needed to substantiate these speculations.
The second and more unexpected finding was the

increase of the HR amplitude in patients with HD.
This increase was most pronounced for the patients
with manifest HD but also the subjects at risk had a

slight increase ofthe mean HR amplitude at a low level
of significance. The HR were within normal limits for
the patients with symptomatic chorea. Earlier inves-
tigations already emphasised a more frequent
occurrence ofnormally absent HR in the relaxed hand
muscles following stimulation of median or ulnar
nerves in patients with HD37" and even in cases with
Sydenham's chorea.' However, during relaxed condi-
tions some motoneurons could temporarily receive
subliminal facilitation during choreatic movements
and thereby mimic a general alteration of the
excitability level. With our method voluntary contrac-
tion of thenar muscles is required to elicit HR. During
this condition baseline activity, HR and LLR should
be facilitated to the same extent by a possible sponta-
neous hyperactivity. Therefore, a selective facilitation
of only one reflex, as a consequence of the hyperkin-
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esia is unlikely. Moreover, patients with severe symp-
tomatic chorea had no enhancement of the HR
amplitude.
This may serve as a further argument against

unspecific facilitation of HR in HD. Enhanced HR
either reflect a facilitation or a disinhibition of the
monosynaptic reflex arc and are mostly associated
with lesions of descending tract systems.4' However, a
disturbance within the spinal interneuronal network
cannot be excluded. It should be emphasised that our
data onHR are in contrast to the results obtained with
stretch reflexes in hand muscles and finger flexors,'5 16
which failed to detect an increase in the first compon-
ent of the stretch reflex. This could be due to general
differences between these two early reflexes. There is
independent evidence that the early components of
stretch reflex and the HR are based on partly different
neuronal circuits42 which could explain the difference.

Eliciting LLR in hand muscles by electrical stimuli is
a rather simple and "low-tech" method which can be
applied in any routine laboratory for clinical neuro-
physiology. Therefore, it seems appropriate to make a
few remarks on the value of this method for the
diagnosis of HD and the differential diagnosis of
choreatic movement disorders. Uni- or bilaterally
absent LLR have been found in 61% of our patients
with HD. Therefore the absence ofLLR seems to be a
hallmark of the disease. Compared with other studies
using stretch evoked reflexes'5 the percentage ofabsent
LLR is lower with our method. This could be due to
the different methods of eliciting the reflexes.
However, it has to be taken into account that our
patients with HD were investigated at an early stage of
their disease. All except three were referred to our
clinic for the first diagnosis of their disease and had
mostly still had moderate symptoms. Up to now the
diagnosis ofHD is mainly based on the clinical picture
and a postive family history. A number of electro-
physiological tests like median nerve-SEP,'7" P 300,28
EOG,'93 and neuroimaging techniques like CT,434
NMR25 or especially PET5 may confirm the diagnosis.
LLR-testing can be regarded as one of them. Our
experience seems to indicate that it is valuable as a part
of this series of tests and may help to confirm the
diagnosis at an early stage. This can be an important
help for the future plans of the patients. Our results in
clinically healthy subjects at risk forHD are somewhat
disappointing since we failed to find subjects with
clearcut abnormalities. A parallel study with stretch
evoked reflexes' also found abnormal responses in but
a small percentage of patients. Therefore, we conclude
that the LLR may be an early symptom of the disease
but we have no evidence that it is worthwhile for the
identification of presymptomatic gene carriers.
The differential diagnosis of choreatic movement

disorders is a rare, but difficult problem in everyday-
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practice. There are many diseases with choreatic
hyperkinesias."' A considerable number of these are
accompanied with psychoorganic alterations. Faced
with these difficulties it can be useful to have simple
electrophysiological tests that help to confirm the
diagnosis of HD. Our result of a normal reflex pattern
in all the patients with choreatic disorders other than
HD may prove helpful in this. Other reports of single
cases with benign hereditary chorea49 and patients with
systemic lupus erythematodes' are in line with our
results as they also failed to detect any abnormalities
of the reflex pattern. Compared with other choreatic
movement disorders absent LLR seem to be a unique
finding in HD. Ofcourse it has to be excluded that the
loss of LLR is not due to a stroke,6 multiple sclerosis6
or any other cerebral or spinal lesion that can cause
selective abolition of LLR.

Finally, we conclude that the method of eliciting
hand-muscle LLR is a valuable auxiliary method for
diagnosis and differential diagnosis of HD if critically
applied.

We are grateful to Mrs W Vasold for expert technical
assistance and Mrs T Ebner for linguistic corrections.
This work was supported by the Deutsche Fors-
chungsgemeinschaft (SFB 325).
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